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IN the Parable of the Virgins, the virgins symbolize believers going out to meet the Lord: 

 

“At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to meet 

the bridegroom” (v. 1). 

 

With the “virgin” symbolism in view, it is interesting to consider seven facts about an asteroid named “50 

Virginia,” which is part of the Revelation 12 sign happening in the Constellation Virgo this week: 

 

1. Virginia is a name of Latin origin, which means “maid” or “virgin.”  

 

2. The number in the name 50 Virginia indicates that it is the 50th asteroid to be discovered. It is 

significant that the 50th asteroid is named “virgin” because 50 is the number of Jubilee, the anticipated 

year of the rapture–wedding of virgins. 

 

3. Asteroid 50 Virginia was discovered in Pisces, the constellation that depicts believers as ‘fish,’ on the 

Feast of Tabernacles (October 4) in 1857.  

 

4. According to astronomers, asteroid 50 Virginia is in a “mean motion resonance” with Jupiter, meaning 

the planet exerts a periodic gravitational influence on the “virgin.” This is significant because Jupiter, the 

“King Planet,” is a symbol of Jesus. 

 

5. Though asteroid 50 Virginia has a chaotic orbit that changes randomly due to planetary influence, it is 

found in the Constellation Virgo around the fall festivals five times between 2015 and 2030: in 2015, 

2019, 2023, 2027 and 2028. 

 

6. During this week’s Revelation 12 alignment, asteroid 50 Virginia is positioned between the Sun and 

Comet Nishimura, near the arm of Virgo that holds a sheaf of wheat. 

 

7. At the Feast of Tabernacles (September 30), asteroid 50 Virginia will visually merge with the Sun, a 

symbol of the Lord as Bridegroom (Ps. 19:4, 5; 84:11), at zero degrees separation. 

 

With the above facts in view, asteroid 50 Virginia is a fascinating component of the Revelation 12 

alignment happening now in Virgo. 

 

Getting back to the parable, it is significant that the bridegroom shows up to meet the virgins in the sixth 

verse, in the middle of the night: 



  

“At midnight the cry rang out: ‘Here’s the bridegroom! Come out to meet him!’ (v. 6). 

 

The end of the sixth biblical month and autumnal equinox—the time we are in now—marks the 

midpoint, or “midnight,” of the year. 

 

Exciting times! 

 

 

 

. . . 

 

 

 

NOTES: 

 

 

1. The Parable of the Virgins is a picture of two groups, both of which are expecting the Messiah–Bridegroom. One 

group has “oil,” signifying a saving relationship with Jesus, whereas the other group does not have oil, and is thus 

locked out of the wedding (Matt. 25:10–12). Tragically, many Jews today are expecting the Messiah, but do not 

recognize that He is Jesus.  

 

2. Asteroid (50) Virginia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/50_Virginia 

 

3. Virginia name meaning:  

https://www.greek-

names.info/virginia/#:~:text=Virginia%20is%20a%20female%20name,the%20Roman%20and%20Byzantine%20year

s. 

https://www.behindthename.com/name/virginia 

 

4. No reason is given as to why the discoverer, James Ferguson, named the asteroid “Virginia.” 

 

5. Asteroids are assigned a number, based on the order of their discovery. For example, 1 Ceres was the first 

asteroid to be discovered in 1801 and is therefore numbered “1.” With this in mind, it defies coincidence that the 

50th asteroid to be discovered was given a name that means “virgin,” and is part of the one-of-a-kind Revelation 12 

alignment in 2023. 

 

6. Why 2023 could be a Jubilee year: 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/5d9d83c6cb9944c5994d2473b600ad24/THE%20YEAR%20OF%20REDEMPTION%20-

%20WHY%20MILLIONS%20WILL%20SOON%20GO%20MISSING%20rev%20b.pdf 

 

7. In 2023, asteroid (50) Virginia entered the Constellation Virgo in late August and will exit in December–January. 
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8. Asteroid Virginia meets the Sun at the Feast of Tabernacles: 

https://in-the-sky.org/data/object.php?id=A50&day=30&month=9&year=2023 

 

9. More on the Revelation 12 alignment of September 2023, by T.W. Tramm: 

 

September’s Biblical Sign – Comet Nishimura 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/9dcc31d913da41559da088d32dcc7b1a/SEPTEMBERS%20BIBLICAL%20SIGN%20-

%20COMET%20NISHIMURA.pdf 

 

Asteroid “Child” and the Great Sign 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/898d89ae585a4f548ec0be5eb7acd884/ASTEROID%20CHILD%20AND%20THE%20GREAT%20

SIGN.pdf 

 

Signs in the Heavens – The Coming Lion 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/0bc99e5b65b243f0b83edd7ca513b6a2/SIGNS%20IN%20THE%20HEAVENS%20-

%20THE%20COMING%20LION.pdf 

 

Comet Nishimura – What Are the Odds? 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/4287567f7c6145e0818a191fbbf2e5f2/Comet%20Nishimura%20-

%20What%20Are%20the%20Odds.pdf 

 

Comet Nishimura and the Month of the Bride 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/6cda87e3c3ba4507bd1fa96e583cf6bb/COMET%20NISHIMURA%20AND%20THE%20MONT

H%20OF%20THE%20BRIDE.pdf 

 

Signs in the Heavens: Asteroid (6000) United Nations 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/9c1c271916364536a739422d70f2a847/SIGNS%20IN%20THE%20HEAVENS%20-

%20ASTEROID%206000%20UNITED%20NATIONS.pdf 
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